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The Friends of the Cleveland State University Library
20th Annual
Scholars and Artist Reception

Welcome
Gleeda A. Thornton
Director, University Library

Opening Remarks
Michael Wells
President, Friends of the Library

Guest Speaker
Dr. Rajsheshwar “Raj” G. Javalgi
Associate Dean for Strategic Initiatives and Research as well as Professor of Marketing and International Business, Nance College of Business Administration who will present
“Entrepreneurship Education in a Changing Global Marketplace”

Thursday, October 30, 2008
3:00 p.m. – 4:30 p.m.
Cleveland State University Library
2121 Euclid Avenue
Rhodes Tower
Special Collections Room, 3rd Floor
Altmeyer, Sue  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Baskind, Samantha  
*Art*


“‘There is No There There’: Commentary from a Pragmatic Scholar of Jewish American Art.” In *Re-Enchantment*.  London: Routledge, 2008, 244-249.

Becker, Susan J.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Carnell, Rachel  
*English*


Crocker, Phyllis L.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Davis, Dena S.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Dobda, Kathyanne  
Library  


Engel, Kathleen C.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*  


Ferguson, Robert  
*Teacher Education*  

Flynn, Joan  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*  
Foster, Larry W.  
School of Social Work  

Francis, Kiffany  
Library  

Galván, Delia V  
Modern Languages  

Gard, Stephen W.  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law  

Geier, Deborah A.  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law  


Genovese, Jeremy E. C.  
Curriculum and Foundations  


Gingerich, Stephen D.
Modern Languages


Gorla, Rama S.R.
Mechanical Engineering


Hampton, Frederick M.
CASAL

Hansman, Catherine A.

CASAL.


Ingersoll, R. Elliott

CASAL.


Inniss, Lolita Buckner

Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Jackson, Debbie K. and Marius Boboc

Teacher Education Curriculum and Foundations


Jeffres, Leo W.

School of Communication


Jeffres, Leo W., Jae-Won Lee, and Kimberly A. Neuendorf
School of Communication


Jeffres, Leo W., Jeanine A. Carroll, Bridget E. Rubenking, and Joe Amschlinger
School of Communication


Jeffres, Leo W., Kimberly A. Neuendorf, and Cheryl M. Bracken
School of Communication


Jennings-Sanders, Andrea
School of Nursing


Jeziorowski, John
Health Sciences


Jouan-Westlund, Annie
Modern Languages


Keating, Dennis and Thomas Bier
Levin College of Urban Affairs


Lam, Eddie T.C.
HPERD


Landever, Arthur R.
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law (emeritus faculty)

Levine, Lisa
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Lewis, Browne
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Lind, Kermit J.
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Lodwick, David
Library


Long, Trisha
Teacher Education


Lupone, George
Library (emeritus)


Makela, Lee A.
History


Martin, Laura
Modern Languages (emerita)


Martin, A. Que
IS&T


**Mason, Kimberly**

*CASAL.*  
Anti-Harrassment, Anti-Intimidation or Anti-Bullying Model Policy (Rev. 03, 05/14/07) Per House Bill 276. Ohio State Board of Education, as adopted on July 10, 2007. Contributor.


**Mawdsley, Ralph D. and James L. Mawdsley**

*CASAL.*  

**Mawdsley, Ralph D.**

*CASAL.*  


**Mawdsley, Ralph D. (continued)**


McKenna, Mary
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Mearns, Geoffrey S.
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Mensforth, Robert P.
Anthropology


Mentch, Fran  
Library  


Mentch, Fran, Barbara Strauss, and Carol Zsulya  
Library  


Mika, Karin  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law  


Milidonis, Mary K.  
Health Sciences  


Monaghan, Catherine H.  
CASAL  


Mooney, Louise F.  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law  


Nawalaniec, Theresa  
Library  


Novak, Jan Ryan  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law  


O’Neill, Kevin Francis  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law  


**Oh, Reginald**  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


**Oprea, John**  
*Mathematics*


**Peterman, Fran**  
*Curriculum and Foundations*


**Peterman, Fran**  
*Curriculum and Foundations*


**Ray, Laura**  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Ray, Laura (continued)
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Rehmar, Marie
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Robertson, Heidi Gorovitz
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Ruben, Alan Miles
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law

Sagers, Chris  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Schultheiss, Donna  
*CAS/AL*


Schultheiss, Donna (continued)  
*CAS/AL*


Shen, Yuezeng  
*Library*


Silberger, Allan  
*Mathematics*


Snyder, Lloyd B.  
*Cleveland-Marshall College of Law*


Sotiropoulos, Karen  
*History*


Spicer, Michael W.
Levin College of Urban Affairs

“The History of Ideas and Normative Research in Public Administration: Some Personal Reflections.”

Stanziano, Stephen
Music


Steinglass, Steven H.
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Sterio, Milena
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Strauss, Barbara, Jim Bandes (designer), and Joanne Cornelius (production)
Library


Streletzky, Kiril A., John T. McKenna, and Rami Mohieddine
Physics


Sundahl, Mark J.
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Thornton, Glenda
Library


Thornton, Glenda (continued)
Library


Thornton, Glenda, Bruce Jeppesen and George Lupone (emeritus)  
Library


Vargo, Frank J.  
Fenn College of Engineering (alumnus)


Vonderwell, Selma  
Curriculum and Foundations


Weinstein, Alan C.  
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law


Wong, Connie  
Teacher Education